Contact: Deidra Druilhet<br/>337-262-6133/deidra.druilhet@la.gov<br/><br/>LAKE CHARLES, La. – The Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development announces Interstate 10 at the Sabine River, near the Texas State Line, will close to traffic at 9 a.m. due to flooding.<br/><br/>DOTD will continue to monitor weather conditions and will advise of any changes.<br/><br/>Travelers going through Louisiana should stay on I-20. <a href="http://bit.ly/1RiTMc3" style="color: blue; font-size: 10pt; font-weight: bold">http://bit.ly/1RiTMc3</a> for I-10 traffic are as follows:<br/><br/>I-10 Westbound<br/><br/>I-10 to I-49 to I-20 (into Texas) to I-10<br/><br/>I-10 Eastbound<br/><br/>Although it is not advisable to travel during inclement weather, the suggested detour routes (<a href="http://bit.ly/1QUo2Xq" style="color: blue; font-size: 10pt; font-weight: bold">http://bit.ly/1QUo2Xq</a>) for I-10 traffic are as follows: